SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 2019
Best Bets:

DEFIBRILLATOR (3rd) SOMEDAY JONES (8th)

Race 1
YES MZ ADAH– Lightly raced and prefers turf but races cheapest ever and wet surface would help.
CHANCEE– Dueled long way before tiring this spot and makes third start since hiatus; barn won pair Tuesday.
I’M THIRSTY– Sharper in past but possible pacesetter stretching out with softer route fractions.
EMILIANA’S HOPE– Easily second best in compact group of two-time winners; actually stepping up.
Race 2
I CRIED A TEAR– Weakened late after taxing duel with eventual winner; chance to overcome seconditis.
FLIPPITY FLOP– Frequently close and set up nicely for elongated sprint following good route effort.
BRAYDENS START– Soundly outrun by top pick after claim and longtime removed from maiden victory.
UNPARALLELED– Stopped in New Your but very quick and won lone local attempt; adds to lively pace.
Race 3
DEFIBRILLATOR– Excellent showing in July debut against talented opponents then sidelined after poor outing.
G DADDY– Set pressured fractions and held on well in blanket finish this spot; also from John Servis barn.
NOBIZ LIKE JETBIZ– Signs of ability on dirt in Maryland and turf in Florida; removes blinkers for new management.
DUBROVSKY– Offered little on wet footing after chasing runaway winner in fast track route; could make up ground.
Race 4
GLOWING STAR– Gained late despite very slow start and showed affinity for this yardage in January.
BERBERSLILBRIEBRIE– Closed gap behind easy winner taken in hand late; Pino claim sat out “jail.”
NOT IN THE MOOD– Overmatched in last and won two of four starts this year; runner-up to first selection.
HIBERNIA DIAMOND– Finished behind some of these and been on decline but can’t dismiss yet.

Race 5
UNDENIABLE TEMPER– Formidable stretch-runner in past and claimed by hot Dandy barn in January; yardage suits.
ONE SIDED– Ran down heavy favorite when changing barns and hit board every start this distance.
PLEIADIAN– Forced pace long way before yielding to drop-down winner; nine-year-old seeks 20th victory.
ALAAPATIQUE– Remote fourth behind repeat winner and second finisher also ran big again on Tuesday.
Race 6
SCHLIFFY– Lost ample ground for higher tag sprinting and already shown route prowess; ample early targets.
DOT’S VISION– Chased pair of smashing winners since moving to Wyner barn and progress anticipated.
GLASS BRIDGE– Used up dueling when shooting too high but fits this level as displayed before.
SUPER FLEET– Controlled pace when wiring next-out winner but faces more early pressure this time.
Race 7
BERTRANDA– Anticipated better as 6-5 chalk but faced classier in past and could rebound with big effort.
FINAL FORM– Trounced easier after layoff at Gulfstream and perfect on main track; obvious threat.
TIZ A KITTEN– Nice effort in route and conqueror fired again; long losing streak but merits attention.
LOOKINGFORANEWSPOT– Hooked tigress in improved try and that rival returned to win stepping up on Tuesday.
Race 8
SOMEDAY JONES– Determined score against favored New York shipper in first start of year against similar.
WAIT FOR IT– Game and versatile Pa.-bred hard used early when finishing behind top choice; can be rated.
HIT IT ONCE MORE– Led to final yards as longshot in $100,000 stake at Aqueduct; just one for eight locally.
MARENGO ROAD– Faced quality company elsewhere but winless over past two seasons; faces major test.
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